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The increasing frequency of severe weather events as well as lingering 

disparities between urban and rural connectivity have highlighted the outsized 

role that Critical Communications Infrastructure plays in contemporary society. 

What's more, the very nature of Critical Communications Infrastructure is 

evolving. Yesterday's emphasis on copper and cabling is quickly shifting toward 

wireless communications, which o�er greater flexibility in the face of today's 

challenges. Any modern Critical Communications Infrastructure strategy 

therefore stands to gain from pLTE+, a solution that unites the advantages of 

multiple wireless protocols and platforms. 

By making pLTE+ a key component of Critical Communications Infrastructure, 

entire regions are better equipped to support their emergency services and 

ensure that communications remain unbroken and available for essential IoT 

devices at crucial moments. And in terms of day-to-day connectivity, Critical 

Communications Infrastructure augmented by pLTE+ can close the digital 

divide for last-mile communities, putting them on a more level playing field with 

urban populations.
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Benefits of PrivateLTE+
Private LTE (pLTE) puts carrier-class communications technology into the hands of 

public and private enterprises, schools, colleges, universities, hospitals and other play-

ers outside the telecom industry. Through pLTE, these organizations are able to deploy 

and operate a highly customized cellular network that better serves specialized needs 

such as distance learning, IoT enablement and secure communications. 

For all its benefits, however, traditional private LTE can be a self-contained "walled 

garden" that limits flexibility and productivity. pLTE+ removes these limitations to give 

organizations the best of both worlds. By leveraging pLTE+, organizations can retain 

granular control of roaming and cybersecurity policies even as their users enjoy the 

freedom of o�-network connectivity on national carrier platforms. 

This opens up new opportunities for collaboration and remote work, enhances security 

and allows organizations of all sizes to tap into a wider ecosystem of devices. Telrad has 

several cost-e�ective solutions and carrier partnerships in place that are making pLTE+ 

a feasible option for a growing number of organizations across multiple industries and 

verticals.
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